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MICROFLEX MAKES DONATION TO THE BREAST CANCER RESEARCH FOUNDATION
FROM SALES OF COLORTOUCH®PINK GLOVES
ADDITIONAL 8,000 PAIR OF GLOVES FOR Joy to Life WALK

For immediate release - Microflex Corporation (Lake Forest, IL), a division of Barrier Safe
Solutions International (BSSI) has announced a donation to The Breast Cancer Research
Foundation® (BCRF). A leading provider of disposable latex and synthetic barrier protection
products, Microflex made the donation as part of its corporate alliance partnership program with
BCRF. Through this initiative, $1 was donated to BCRF for each case of Color Touch® Pink
disposable examination gloves sold.
‘We are extremely pleased to make this contribution to assist in the exemplary work being done
by The Breast Cancer Research Foundation® in funding important research to prevent and find a
cure for breast cancer,” said Mike Schoen, Medical Product Manager. ColorTouch®Pink was
introduced in September 2009 and is utilized in medical, dental and laboratory settings. “Our
customers have responded very positively to this new product and through their commitment to
ColorTouch®Pink we are able to make this commitment to BCRF. I am also proud to announce
that Microflex® has renewed the corporate alliance partnership program with BCRF for another
year.”
The Breast Cancer Research Foundation® provides critical funding for innovative clinical and
translational research at leading medical centers worldwide, and increasing public awareness of
good breast health. More than eighty-five percent of all funds raised by BCRF goes directly to
grants for research and awareness programs.
In addition to the financial donation, Microflex also contributed 8,000 pair of ColorTouch®Pink
th
gloves to a Joy to Life Cancer Walk on April 17 in Montgomery, AL. “It was rewarding to see so
many of the walkers wearing ColorTouch®Pink to display their support for the cause,” said
Schoen. “We know that our customers have been satisfied with what this product provides in the
workplace and we were pleased to have the gloves represent the commitment of everyone to this
important cause.”
ColorTouch®Pink patient examination gloves are made with powder-free premium latex and
provide medical grade barrier protection. Since being introduced to the marketplace,
ColorTouch®Pink has been recognized by Modern Hygienist as one of Top 30 New Products of
2009 and featured in First Impressions.
“Whether it is through the donation, or the contribution of gloves to the Joy to Life event, Microflex
is committed to the fight against breast cancer in the same way that we are committed to
innovating and producing superior barrier protection for working men and women across the
country,” said Schoen. “We thank our customers who have embraced our product and made
possible these donations to BCRF.”
For more information regarding ColorTouch®Pink visit www.microflex.com. To learn more about
the efforts of The Breast Cancer Research Foundation® visit www.bcrfcure.org.

